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Abstract: This study presents Portal Display, a screen-based telepresence system that mediates the
interaction between two distinct spaces, each using a single display system. The system synchronizes
the users’ viewpoint with their head position and orientation to provide stereoscopic vision through
this single monitor. This research evaluates the impact of graphically rendered and video-streamed
backgrounds and remote user representations on social telepresence, usability, and concentration
during conversations and collaborative tasks. Our results indicate that the type of background has
a negligible impact on these metrics. However, point cloud streaming of remote users significantly
improves social telepresence, usability, and concentration compared with graphical avatars. This
study implies that Portal Display can operate more efficiently by substituting the background with
graphical rendering and focusing on higher-resolution 3D point cloud streaming for narrower
regions for remote user representations. This configuration may be especially advantageous for
applications where the remote user’s background is not essential to the task, potentially enhancing
social telepresence.

Keywords: human–computer interaction; social telepresence; telepresence system; video conference
system; immersive display

1. Introduction

Video conferencing is essential for remote collaboration, offering the advantage of
face-to-face interaction enriched with important nonverbal cues such as gestures and
gaze, which are crucial for effective dialogue [1–3]. However, many video conferencing
applications fall short in conveying a genuine sense of interconnectivity, particularly in
terms of nonverbal cues. Another issue is that the streaming videos are often not responsive
to the diverse viewpoints and environments of the current and remote users [4,5]. As
a result, the precise orientation of gestures, gazes, and other spatial details such as the
location, size, and direction of objects in the surroundings may be compromised [6]. This
loss of spatial information can mislead remote users and may require them to engage in
additional cognitive processes to understand the shared data. Furthermore, the disparity
in spatial information can diminish the sense of eye contact among users, weakening social
connections [7–9]. Therefore, maintaining “spatial faithfulness” is essential for fostering
efficient and intuitive remote collaboration [10,11] in video telepresence settings.

Prior research on teleconferencing systems has predominantly centered on synchro-
nizing two distinct physical spaces while retaining nonverbal information to create a sense
of presence. Studies by Gaver et al. (1995) [12] and Nakanishi et al. [13] achieved this
by aligning camera movements with users’ head movements, thereby emulating natural
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viewpoints. This feature allows users to navigate remote spaces as if they were physically
present. Further research has employed fixed-depth camera arrays to capture both RGB
and depth information, enabling the creation of point clouds for a three-dimensional rep-
resentation of the environment [14–16]. However, these methods introduce challenges,
such as the quality of the 3D spaces, which directly impacts user experience [17,18]. Imper-
fect or distorted spatial representations can disrupt the immersive experience and lead to
misunderstandings during collaborative tasks.

Despite the advancements in creating spatially accurate virtual spaces, the use of
multiple cameras introduces both economic and spatial challenges. This has led to inno-
vative solutions aimed at minimizing equipment while maintaining quality. For example,
Liu et al. used temporal information to supplement current frames with previous ones,
thus requiring only a single camera [19]. Although this approach encountered some data
losses in RGB-D information, it represented a significant attempt to reconstruct a 3D space
with limited resources. However, the persistent challenge of data voids resulting from
RGB-D data loss during point cloud streaming remains unresolved.

Alternatively, some studies have explored using graphical backgrounds and human
avatars to address the challenges associated with streaming 3D reconstructed environ-
ments [20,21]. For example, Kauff et al. [20] and Tanger et al. [22] replaced the real back-
ground with a static virtual one, eliminating the need for depth cameras or extensive 3D
scanning hardware. Jo et al. [21] used avatars instead of remote users in a virtual reality
telepresence system. While these approaches seem to provide cost-effective and stream-
lined solutions regarding both hardware and software needs, the potential impact on the
user experience remains uncertain. Comparative evaluations are needed to determine
whether these graphical substitutes can provide an experience comparable to that of more
complex systems.

To address the afore-described challenges and limitations associated with extant solu-
tions, we herein present Portal Display, a screen-based video conferencing system fitted
with a depth camera, designed to offer users an enhanced sense of spatial depth during
video conferencing. Unlike prior systems employing multiple depth cameras, Portal Dis-
play achieves this immersive experience using only a single depth camera, making it both
economically and spatially efficient. This study not only addresses economic and spatial
constraints but also aims to compare the user experiences provided by different repre-
sentation methods, emphasizing the significance of such comparisons in teleconferencing
solutions. To this end, we pose the following research questions:

• RQ1: How does the type of remote user representation (point cloud streaming vs.
graphical rendering) in Portal Display influence overall system usability, social telep-
resence, and concentration toward the remote user?

• RQ2: How does the type of remote user’s background representation (point cloud
streaming vs. graphical rendering) impact overall system usability, social telepresence,
and concentration toward the remote user?

• RQ3: Do the types of remote user and background representation (point cloud stream-
ing vs. graphical rendering) interact in impacting the overall usability, social telepres-
ence, and concentration within the Portal Display system?

Figure 1 illustrates the comprehensive research design adopted for this study, encom-
passing Portal Display’s technical design, experimental process, and subsequent analyses.
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Figure 1. Comprehensive research design, highlighting the development, experimental, and analytical
phases.

2. Research Hypotheses

Recent studies have provided valuable insights into the effectiveness of different
representation methods in virtual environments. Yu et al. [23] emphasized the potential of
point cloud representations in enhancing presence, behavior impression, and humanness
in VR settings. Drawing from their findings, our first set of hypotheses (H1a–H1c) centers
on the perceived advantages of point cloud representations over graphical renderings.

Kauff et al. [20] showcased the enhanced telepresence achieved when combining point
cloud representations of remote users with virtual backgrounds. These insights informed
our second set of hypotheses (H2a–H2c), which explore the influence of background
representation on various user experience metrics.

In addition to these individual studies, there is a body of research suggesting that the
combination of different methods for representing remote users and backgrounds does not
detrimentally impact user experience [20–22]. This guided the formulation of our third
primary hypothesis (H3).

• H1a: Point cloud representations of remote users enhance system usability more than
graphical renderings.

• H1b: Point cloud representations of remote users enhance telepresence more than
graphical renderings.

• H1c: Point cloud representations of remote users enhance user concentration more
than graphical renderings.

• H2a: The influence of background representation (point cloud vs. graphical rendering)
on system usability is minimal.

• H2b: The influence of background representation (point cloud vs. graphical rendering)
on telepresence is minimal.

• H2c: The influence of background representation (point cloud vs. graphical rendering)
on user concentration is minimal.

• H3: The interaction effect of different methods of representing remote users and
backgrounds on user experience is negligible.

We tested these hypotheses by establishing an experimental setting for simple con-
versation and collaborative tasks. User experience, focusing on system usability, social
telepresence, and concentration toward the remote user, was assessed via a questionnaire.
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3. Portal Display
3.1. Stereoscopic Vision with a 2D Screen

Achieving a sense of depth on a 2D display requires aligning the 3D graphic scene
with the shifting viewpoint, specifically, stereo disparity. For instance, during a meeting,
the primary view will feature participants’ frontal faces when they directly face each other,
whereas profile views become more pronounced if perspectives are oriented toward the
lateral sides. Thus, teleconferencing systems maintaining this stereo disparity can emulate
the spatial interactions of physical environments.

Our proposed system addresses stereo disparity by transforming the 3D graphic
environment and projecting it onto a flat display. This transformation is synchronized with
the user’s head position, as illustrated in Figure 2. Within the 3D engine environment,
this involves a sequential composite linear transformation method, further detailed in
Figure 3. Standard linear transformations in commonly used 3D engines like Unity, Unreal
Engine, CryEngine, and Godot primarily consist of rotation and scaling operations. In
our system, implemented via the Unity 3D engine, these transformations are updated at a
consistent frequency of 60 Hz, ensuring real-time adjustments in both scaling and rotation.
The practical implementation of these linear transformations within Unity can be seen in
Supplementary Video S1. Figure 4 and Supplementary Video S2 showcase the intrinsic
stereo disparity of the Portal Display, highlighting its dynamic adaptability in relation
to the user’s head position. The design intent behind Portal Display is to offer variable
view sections based on user perspectives. To achieve precise head position tracking, we
integrated the FaceTrackNoIR API, which allows us to determine the position of the user’s
eyes and use them as reference coordinates. Given that individuals may have a dominant
eye, the linear transformation is centered on the offset of the midpoint between the two
eyes. This approach was influenced by the Cyclops method introduced by Petkov [24],
which simplifies the camera positioning requirements for stereoscopic display.
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3.2. Representation Types of the Background

The Portal Display provides two modalities for background representation: point
cloud streaming (depicting the actual environment) and graphical rendering (illustrating a
virtual environment).

For the point cloud streamed background, real-time data are sourced from the Intel
depth camera D435 (Intel Corporation, Santa Clara, CA, USA). These RGB-D data are
subsequently integrated into Unity 3D via the RealSense SDK 2.0, resulting in a digital
representation congruent with the physical environment (Figure 5a). Conversely, the graph-
ically rendered background, while maintaining the space’s inherent geometry, utilizes
prerendered prefab models (Figure 5b). Both methods comprise spatial details and ac-
commodate viewpoint transformations, thereby providing users with an immersive depth
perception. Consequently, the Portal Display system is versatile, accommodating any
environment primarily composed of 3D entities, regardless of the mode of background
representation.
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3.3. Representation Types of the Remote User

The Portal Display provides two modalities for depicting remote users: point cloud
streaming (Figure 6a) and graphical rendering (Figure 6b).
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For the point cloud streaming representation, the raw data from the depth camera are
processed using band-pass filters. The filters refine the captured visuals by eliminating
irrelevant video components, thus transmitting only enhanced images of the remote users
to the local viewer (Figure 7 and Video S3). This filtering process facilitates differentiating
remote users from their immediate backgrounds, allowing their seamless integration with
a virtual backdrop, as detailed in Section 3.2.

However, the graphical rendering representation employs facial landmark detection
algorithms and leap motion tracking. This setup primarily captures the kinematics of the user’s
upper body. We collected the head position and rotation values using the FaceTrackNoIR API
(LamaJoy Software, Abbekerk, The Netherlands). based on webcam input, while the hand
position and rotation values were acquired via the Leapmotion SDK. Using Unity engine’s
“Final IK” asset, the derived positions and rotations of these key joints, the head and both
wrists, were then subjected to inverse kinematics within the feasible human upper body
movement range. This ensured that the avatars in the system could convincingly emulate the
natural movements of the actual users (Figures 6b and 8, and Video S3).
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3.4. Networking and Setup between Different PCs

To facilitate teleconferencing by bridging two distinct spaces, both the point cloud
streaming for scene/avatar representation and the head position data for stereoscopic dis-
parity must be shared between remote users. Consequently, we implemented a server–client
wireless network built on TCP/IP and P2P protocols, leveraging the capabilities of the
WebRTC API.

Figure 9 outlines the network architecture underlying the Portal Display system.
During the “Data Collection Process”, the depth camera relays RGB-D information to
the Unity engine on each user’s PC using the Intel RealSense SDK 2.0. Simultaneously,
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each PC’s webcam collects user head position data, which are subsequently transmitted
to computers in different locations via TCP/IP communication. In the “Portal Rendering
Process”, this amalgamation of RGB-D information and head position data constitutes
the core of the Portal Display algorithm’s application and rendering. Within the “Scene
Streaming Process,” the dynamically altered scene—reflecting real-time head pose data—is
streamed to computers across different sites using WebRTC [25,26]. Consequently, the
remote user’s representation within the display and their ambient environment dynamically
adapt to the local user’s head movements.
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Figure 10 visually represents the Portal Display’s deployment across two separate
settings. Augment immersion could be obtained by employing desks with matching colors
and designs in each location, fostering an illusion of mutual presence across a shared desk.
While this setup is recommended to improve the user experience, it remains optional.
Notably, analogous techniques leveraging desk properties to craft shared space illusions
have been documented in other teleconferencing systems [4,12,14,27].
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4. Study Procedures
4.1. Task Design

We evaluated our system through tasks that incorporated both a simple dialogue and
block assembly collaboration with a remote participant. Referring to Tanaka et al. [28],
who assessed a physical embodied telepresence system where the participants engaged in
questioning and answering specific electronic device-related problems and solutions, we
crafted a similar dialogue approach. The participants were engaged in a 5 min conversation
on predetermined topics, including culture, education, and content in virtual worlds,
adhering to a standardized protocol (Figure A1). Inspired by Zillner et al. [29], who tested
the utility of a digital whiteboard by having participants design and rearrange furniture on a
shared blueprint, we directed our participants to assemble specific car models using blocks
(Figure A2). During this task, both verbal and nonverbal cues, including gestures such as
pointing, were employed to guide the remote participant. Previously, Onishi et al. [30] and
Kim et al. [31] highlighted the importance of gestures such as eye-gaze for communication
and collaboration; our block assembly task was also intentionally designed to authentically
represent nonverbal cues and diverse viewpoints. By guiding the participants to utilize
their eyes and fingers for selecting and assembling blocks of particular colors and shapes,
we sought to demonstrate the effectiveness of Portal Display in affording a nuanced sense
of spatial orientation, interactivity, and genuine telepresence.

4.2. Analysis Strategy

The participants undertook tasks in four conditions (Figure 11), defined by two back-
ground variations and two remote user representation methods. To counteract any learning
effects or biases arising from the sequence in which the conditions were presented, we
employed a Latin-square counterbalanced order. This design ensured that each condition
appeared exactly once in every position, thereby mitigating order effects, such as fatigue or
familiarity, that could potentially influence the participants’ responses.
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4.3. Protocol

After each task, the participants evaluated system usability using the System Usability
Scale (SUS) questionnaire, which is a reliable tool for gauging system usability, consisting of
10 items that reflect users’ impressions on the ease and satisfaction of system use. Each item
is rated on a 5-point scale, yielding a final SUS score ranging from 0 to 100. Scores above
68 typically indicate above-average usability. Additionally, we gauged social telepresence
perception for each setting by using a questionnaire by Nakanishi et al. [13,32]. We also
included questions assessing the participants’ concentration during the session. This
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comprehensive approach provided insights into the effects of each condition on usability,
telepresence, and focus. Feedback for social telepresence and concentration was captured
on a 1–7 Likert scale, where 1 signified strong disagreement and 7 strong agreement
(Figure 12).
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5. Study Results

We recruited 15 participants (9 males and 6 females) aged 23.73 years on average
(mean M = 23.73, standard deviation SD = 1.35). All statistical analyses were performed
using JASP software version 0.16.3. After conducting normality tests for skewness and
kurtosis, we determined that all the data were normally distributed. We used two-way
repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) to verify the main effect of variables and
the Bonferroni test for post hoc analyses.

5.1. System Usability Scale (SUS)

Based on the adjective categories associated with raw SUS scores as defined by
Brooke, J. [33], all four conditions were rated as having acceptable usability ranges (Condi-
tion 1: M = 82.17, SD = 11.53; Condition 2: M = 80.50, SD = 14.18; Condition 3: M = 79.00,
SD = 13.69; Condition 4: M = 75.00, SD = 14.11) (Figure 13).

From the ANOVA, there appeared to be an influence of the representation method of
remote users on usability (F-statistic F (1, 14) = 11.109, significance level p = 0.005) (Table 1).
The point cloud streamed conditions generally scored higher in SUS than the graphically
rendered conditions. However, when examining the two levels of backgrounds, either
point cloud streamed or graphically rendered, no significant difference in SUS scores was
observed (F (1, 14) = 0.286, p = 0.601) (Table 1). Furthermore, the interaction between the
independent variables, namely background types and remote user types, did not yield any
significant effect on usability (F (1, 14) = 0.508, p = 0.488) (Table 1).
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PCD remote user + graphic background, Condition 3: graphic remote user + PCD background,
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Table 1. Within-subjects’ effects on usability (** p < 0.01).

Case Sum of Squares df Mean Square F p

Remote user 555.104 1 555.104 11.109 0.005 **
Residuals 699.583 14 49.970

Background 12.604 1 12.604 0.286 0.601
Residuals 617.083 14 44.077

Remote user × Background 37.604 1 37.604 0.508 0.488
Residuals 1035.833 14 73.988

Post hoc analysis was conducted to delve deeper into the observed trends, and the
results are presented in Table 2. Interestingly, post hoc analysis revealed no significant
differences between any specific pairs of conditions regarding usability (Table 2). This
suggests that, although there is an overarching trend pointing toward better usability with
the point cloud streaming method for representing remote users, pinpointed comparisons
between specific conditions did not solidify this finding. It is also noteworthy that the type
of background representation did not have a considerable impact on usability (Figure 13).

Table 2. Post hoc comparisons of usability.

Mean Difference SE t pbon f

PCD remote user,
PCD background

Graphic remote user,
PCD background 4.500 2.875 1.565 0.775

PCD remote user,
Graphic background −0.667 2.806 −0.238 1.000

Graphic remote user,
Graphic background 7.000 2.504 2.796 0.056

Graphic remote user,
PCD background

PCD remote user,
Graphic background −5.167 2.504 −2.063 0.291

Graphic remote user,
Graphic background 2.500 2.806 0.891 1.000

PCD remote user,
Graphic background

Graphic remote user,
Graphic background 7.667 2.875 2.667 0.077
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5.2. Social Telepresence

In our study, the social telepresence responses, as indicated in Figure 12, were mea-
sured on a scale from 1 to 7. A score between 5 and 7 was considered a “positive” indication
that participants experienced a strong sense of social telepresence. Conversely, a score
between 1 and 3 was interpreted as a “negative” reflection, suggesting a lack of or reduced
sense of social telepresence. Using this categorization, Conditions 1 and 2, representing
remote users through point cloud streaming, received positive ratings for social telepres-
ence (Condition 1: M = 5.49, SD = 1.08; Condition 2: M = 5.13, SD = 1.10). In contrast,
Conditions 3 and 4, which featured graphically rendered remote users, were given negative
evaluations (Condition 3: M = 3.98, SD = 1.34; Condition 4: M = 3.00, SD = 1.10) (Figure 14).
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Based on the ANOVA, several insights emerged. When examining the representation
method of remote users, the point cloud streamed conditions exhibited significantly higher
social telepresence than the graphically rendered conditions (F (1, 14) = 49.807, p < 0.001)
(Table 3). In the case of the representation method of the background, the point cloud
streamed conditions showed significantly higher social telepresence than the graphically
rendered conditions (F (1, 14) = 12.263, p = 0.004) (Table 3). Furthermore, the interaction
between the two independent variables, namely background types and remote user types,
did not demonstrate a significant effect on social telepresence (F (1, 14) = 3.940, p = 0.067)
(Table 3).

Table 3. Within-subjects’ effects on social telepresence (** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001).

Case Sum of Squares df Mean Square F p

Remote user 49.807 1 49.807 25.696 <0.001 ***
Residuals 27.137 14 1.938

Background 6.667 1 6.667 12.263 0.004 **
Residuals 7.611 14 0.544

Remote user × Background 1.452 1 1.452 3.940 0.067
Residuals 5.159 14 0.369

Post hoc analysis was conducted to delve deeper into the observed trends, and the
results are presented in Table 4. The results indicated significant differences between
Conditions 1 and 3 (t (14) = 3.853, p = 0.006), between Conditions 1 and 4 (t (14) = 6.119,
p < 0.001), and between Conditions 2 and 4 (t (14) = 5.440, p < 0.001) (Table 4). These
differences highlight that the point cloud streamed user conditions yielded significantly
higher social telepresence than the graphically rendered user conditions. Interestingly,
there was also a significant difference observed between Conditions 3 and 4 (t (14) = 3.965,
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p = 0.003) (Table 4). This suggests that within the graphic remote user conditions, using a
point cloud background resulted in a significantly increased social telepresence compared
with using a graphic background.

Table 4. Post hoc comparisons of social telepresence (** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001).

Mean Difference SE t pbon f

PCD remote user,
PCD background

Graphic remote user,
PCD background 1.511 0.392 3.853 0.006 **

PCD remote user,
Graphic background 0.356 0.247 1.442 0.965

Graphic remote user,
Graphic background 2.489 0.407 6.119 <0.001 ***

Graphic remote user,
PCD background

PCD remote user,
Graphic background −1.156 0.407 −2.841 0.058

Graphic remote user,
Graphic background 0.978 0.247 3.965 0.003 **

PCD remote user,
Graphic background

Graphic remote user,
Graphic background 2.133 0.392 5.440 <0.001 ***

5.3. Concentration on Remote User

All four conditions were evaluated in terms of focus on the remote user (Condition 1:
M = 5.35, SD = 0.88; Condition 2: M = 5.55, SD = 1.09; Condition 3: M = 4.25, SD = 1.18;
Condition 4: M = 5.20, SD = 0.89) (Figure 15).
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Figure 15. Results of remote user concentration (Condition 1: PCD remote user + PCD background,
Condition 2: PCD remote user + graphic background, Condition 3: graphic remote user + PCD
background, Condition 4: graphic remote user + graphic background) (*** p < 0.001).

Based on the ANOVA, several insights emerged. According to the examination
of the representation method of remote users, the point cloud streamed conditions re-
sulted in significantly better concentration than the graphically rendered conditions did
(F (1, 14) = 23.405, p < 0.001) (Table 5). However, when examining the two levels of back-
grounds, either point cloud streamed or graphically rendered, no significant difference
in concentration was observed (F (1, 14) = 0.227, p = 0.641) (Table 5). Furthermore, the
interaction between the independent variables, namely background types and remote user
types, did not yield any significant effect on usability (F (1, 14) = 1.364, p = 0.262) (Table 5).
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Table 5. Within-subjects’ effects on concentration (*** p < 0.001).

Case Sum of Squares df Mean Square F p

Remote user 7.704 1 7.704 23.405 <0.001 ***
Residuals 4.608 14 0.329

Background 0.204 1 0.204 0.227 0.641
Residuals 12.608 14 0.901

Remote user × Background 1.204 1 1.204 1.364 0.262
Residuals 12.358 14 0.883

Post hoc analysis was conducted to delve deeper into the observed trends, and the
results are presented in Table 6. The results indicated significant differences between Con-
ditions 1 and 3 (t (14) = 3.518, p = 0.011), and between Conditions 1 and 4 (t (14) = 2.910,
p = 0.047) (Table 6). These differences highlight that the point cloud streamed user con-
ditions yielded significantly better concentration than the graphically rendered user con-
ditions. This result implies that the concentration on the remote user increases when
the remote user is represented with the point cloud streaming method as opposed to the
graphical rendering method. Moreover, the representation type of the background did not
significantly affect the concentration on the remote user (Figure 15).

Table 6. Post hoc comparisons of concentration (** p < 0.01).

Mean Difference SE t pbon f

PCD remote user,
PCD background

Graphic remote user,
PCD background 1.00 0.284 3.518 0.011 **

PCD remote user,
Graphic background 0.400 0.345 1.160 1.000

Graphic remote user,
Graphic background 0.833 0.286 2.910 0.047 **

Graphic remote user,
PCD background

PCD remote user,
Graphic background −0.600 0.286 −2.095 0.284

Graphic remote user,
Graphic background −0.167 0.345 −0.483 1.000

PCD remote user,
Graphic background

Graphic remote user,
Graphic background 0.433 0.284 1.5250 0.845

Having presented the results in detail, we now turn our attention to the primary hy-
potheses that drove this study. Table 7 summarizes the results concerning these hypotheses,
providing a concise reference for understanding the overarching findings.

Table 7. Summary of hypothesis results.

Hypothesis Status

H1a: Point cloud representations of remote users enhance system usability more
than graphical renderings. Confirmed

H1b: Point cloud representations of remote users enhance telepresence more than
graphical renderings. Confirmed

H1c: Point cloud representations of remote users enhance user concentration more
than graphical renderings. Confirmed

H2a: The influence of background representation (point cloud vs. graphical
rendering) on system usability is minimal. Confirmed

H2b: The influence of background representation (point cloud vs. graphical
rendering) on telepresence is minimal. Rejected

H2c: The influence of background representation (point cloud vs. graphical
rendering) on user concentration is minimal. Confirmed

H3: The interaction effect of different methods of representing remote users and
backgrounds on user experience is negligible. Confirmed
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6. Discussion
6.1. Proposed Linear Transformation Matrices for Typical 3D Engines and Their Extension to
Telepresence Systems

We devised a specific development mechanism for a system that conveys a sense
of depth to flat displays based on user head movement. Earlier research has explored
depth perception improvements in flat displays using a Wii remote controller and based
on head tracking [34] and systems offering immersive experiences to users in a room-
shaped projection environment based on head tracking [35–37]. Although these studies
provided solid contributions, they did not clearly outline the transformation matrices
essential for conveying depth, presenting a hurdle for integration in typical 3D engines.
This study elucidated a composite linear transformation algorithm optimized for prevalent
3D engines, including Unity, Unreal Engine, CryEngine, and Godot. Because this method
was developed to facilitate the transformation of the entire virtual space within the 3D
engine based on the user’s head position, it enables the rendering of any 3D object with
a depth effect. However, it remains a child object in the linear transformation domain.
The relevant feature of our algorithm is its potential to demystify the complexities of
stereoscopic flat displays for the broader research and developer community.

Capitalizing on the multifaceted capabilities of Portal Display, this study broadened its
application to a telepresence system employing a singular depth camera. The initiative by
Google Research, known as Project Starline, harnesses an array of depth cameras to engineer
a telepresence system, rendering users from different locations in a three-dimensional
presence on a flat screen [38]. Their method convincingly mirrors users from various spatial
settings, such as in immediate proximity. In contrast, our iteration utilizes a singular depth
camera for the flat screen-based telepresence system. The point clouds streamed in real time
are anchored as child objects within the linear transformation domain. Such clouds undergo
a linear transformation, offering multifaceted viewpoints. The inherent design mitigates
the requirement for an ensemble of depth cameras to acquire spatial data from diverse
points. However, when juxtaposed with a setup employing multiple depth cameras, the
spatial intelligence developed is somewhat truncated, potentially compromising realism
(this is further elaborated on in Section 6.5). Referencing [39], the integration of depth and
computer vision into traditional video processing suggests that mobile video conferencing
could evolve toward a more immersive experience. Thus, our proposed method, adaptable
to mobile devices like smartphones with a single depth camera, alludes to the potential of
enhancing teleconferencing experiences irrespective of the setting or circumstance.

6.2. Streaming Remote Users with Point Clouds Improves Usability, Telepresence,
and Concentration

In our experimental setup, representing remote users with point cloud streaming was
rated to provide better usability, social telepresence, and concentration. Nowak et al. [40]
reported that the realism of the representation increases the social presence of the interact-
ing person. According to the field of the psychology of perception, individuals inherently
prefer anthropomorphic (human-like) representations during interactions, suggesting an
innate preference for realism and lifelike interactivity (Zinchenko et al.) [41]. This psycho-
logical insight reinforces our findings, highlighting the preference for point cloud-centric
representations which, due to their increased verisimilitude, fostered a heightened sense of
social telepresence, in contrast to their graphical counterparts.

In a related study, Yu et al. [23] compared user experience between an avatar rep-
resented graphically in an HMD system and a user representation based on point cloud
streaming. Their research underlined that point cloud-centric representations created an
elevated sense of social telepresence. This aligns with our results despite the different
telepresence technologies used in each study (HMD vs. flat display).

Further emphasizing the importance of detail in representations, Kang et al. [42] noted
that while medium facial detail (mid-LOD) preserved social presence and cut costs, low
detail (low-LOD) diminished social presence due to poor emotional portrayal in augmented
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reality (AR). This underscores the significance of facial expressions and emotional under-
standing in representing users, particularly in collaborative scenarios. Drawing parallels
with our study, the enhanced social telepresence observed in our results when users were
represented with point clouds could be attributed to the realistic facial context that point
clouds provide. Given the importance of facial cues in AR environments, as highlighted
by Kang et al., it is plausible that the realistic portrayal of faces using point clouds plays a
pivotal role in enhancing social telepresence in our setup.

While point cloud streaming enriches the realism of the remote user representation,
potential pitfalls may occur. For example, it might introduce noise, such as jitteriness
or gaps, elements absent in a sleek graphical portrayal. Zhang et al. [43] highlighted
that this noise in 3D models crafted from point clouds could detrimentally influence
user experience. Thus, these imperfections can influence user experiences. However,
our findings confirm that, even considering potential pitfalls, the point cloud streaming
approach outperformed the graphical method in delivering a superior user experience
in terms of usability, social telepresence, and concentration. Consequently, we support
adopting point cloud streaming as the go-to method for depicting remote users in flat-panel
display-centric social telepresence platforms, even if minor noise issues are present.

6.3. Comparative Impact of Point Cloud Streaming for Background and Remote Users
on Telepresence

Utilizing point cloud streaming for background depiction increases the sense of social
telepresence compared with utilizing graphical representation. However, this effect is less
pronounced than when adopting point cloud streaming for representing remote users. On
average, the enhancement in social telepresence due to the background representation
accounted for roughly 20% of the improvements generated by the remote user represen-
tation. These observations suggest that employing point cloud streaming for either the
background or remote users augments social telepresence relative to graphical represen-
tations. However, the contribution is more pronounced with remote users. Our findings
highlight that, within the framework of a flat-panel display-based social telepresence sys-
tem, the verisimilitude provided by point cloud streaming for remote users exerts a more
substantial influence on social telepresence than the background representation.

Jo et al. [44] used an HMD telepresence system to deduce that backgrounds based on
point cloud streaming provided an improved sense of presence compared with graphical
virtual backgrounds. The significance of our study lies in its ability to mirror such results
within the paradigm of a flat-panel display-based immersive telepresence mechanism.
Furthermore, Jo et al. [44] indicated that the chosen background did not affect the trust
level toward remote users. Similarly, our findings showed that concentration on remote
users remained consistent, regardless of the background employed. This result suggests
that while backgrounds can modulate perceptions of realism, such as presence and social
telepresence, they exert negligible influence on the perceived credibility and focus of remote
users.

Additionally, our investigation uncovered only marginal differences in system us-
ability when juxtaposing the two background representation methods (i.e., point cloud
streaming vs. graphical rendering) within our telepresence system. Also, in broader video
conferencing contexts like Zoom, Lee et al. [45] found that the use of virtual backgrounds
did not significantly impact the overall usability of the system. Hence, virtual graphics
can be seamlessly integrated as teleconferencing backgrounds without hampering system
usability or diverting users’ attention from remote participants. Opting for virtual graphics
over point cloud streaming can result in significant computational advantages in terms
of fiscal and technical facets. Such computational thriftiness becomes pivotal when con-
sidering bit rate enhancements in conferencing systems where network performance is
paramount. Numerous contemporary studies [46–48] have embarked on optimizing point
cloud datasets to alleviate networking complexities. Nonetheless, where there is a pressing
need to heighten physical presence, employing point cloud streams for backgrounds can
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be advantageous. This emphasizes that teleconferencing designs might need tailoring
depending on their core objectives.

6.4. Insignificant Interaction Effects between Background Types and Remote User
Representation Types

To the best of our knowledge, previous research [20–22] has not statistically evaluated
the interaction effects between the background of a telepresence system and the chosen user
representation method. In this study, we statistically examined whether such an interaction
effect exists between these factors. Our findings revealed an insignificant interaction effect
across combinations of the two background types (point cloud streaming vs. graphical ren-
dering) and the two remote user representation types (point cloud streaming vs. graphical
rendering). This suggests that the observed enhancements in social telepresence, usability,
and concentration, achieved by utilizing point cloud streaming for user representation over
graphic-based representation, are independent of the selected background mode whether
point cloud streamed or graphically rendered.

Consequently, the choice of background can be flexibly configured to either point
cloud streaming or graphic-based rendering, depending on system specifications. Notably,
regardless of the background choice, the benefits provided by streaming the remote user via
point cloud remain intact across various facets. Our results further imply that the confluence
of background and remote user representation does not limit user experience in terms of
social telepresence, usability, or concentration. This aligns with prior studies [20,21,44],
which either integrated a realistically rendered remote user into a virtual background or
juxtaposed a virtually depicted remote user against a realistic background.

6.5. Limitations and Future Works

Our study had several limitations, which can be considered in subsequent research.
First, our system relied on a singular depth camera, which resulted in obscured instances
or missing RGB-D data from remote users. This limitation might be alleviated by amal-
gamating data from multiple depth cameras or employing temporal information strate-
gies to compensate for current frame data deficiencies, drawing on data from preceding
frames—similar to the method elucidated by Liu et al. [19]. Moreover, our current system
architecture pivots on TCP/IP and WebRTC, constraining networking to circumscribed
environments connected to a shared Wi-Fi network. To transcend this constraint, future
adaptations could deploy a TURN server, possibly leveraging coTURN, facilitating com-
munication via public IP addresses external to the immediate network.

Another confounding factor pertains to the caliber of graphical avatars enlisted for user
experience appraisal. These avatars were not designed to mirror the facial expressions of
remote users. Augmenting user experience could entail harnessing face motion capture of
remote users, yielding avatars that faithfully emulate actual facial expressions. Subsequent
research might also weigh the user experience relative to the avatar’s verisimilitude, assess-
ing, for instance, if facial expressions are rendered with fidelity or if textures are rendered
with realism. This nuanced exploration would yield a richer understanding of avatars’
influence on user experience. Jo et al. [44] measured user experiences with remote users in
an HMD-based telepresence environment using a virtual avatar accurately reflecting facial
expressions and a 3D-scanned lifelike avatar. Interestingly, no significant difference was
observed between the virtual and 3D-scanned lifelike avatars. They concluded that the
precise reflection of facial expressions and behaviors exerts a more crucial influence. The
disparity between their findings and ours highlights the need for further investigations into
the influence of the fidelity of an avatar’s behavioral and visual expressions on presence.

7. Conclusions

By tracking the user’s face and synchronizing the graphic space with the user’s head
movement, we could create the illusion of depth on a flat-panel display. Based on this, we
developed a screen-based teleconferencing system called “Portal Display” that provides
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multiple configurations for the background and remote user representation, including
point cloud streaming and graphical rendering. As our system allows stereoscopic tele-
conferencing with graphical and streamed backgrounds and remote user representation
using a single depth camera, we believe this system can be implemented using mobile
devices equipped with a built-in depth camera. We conducted a user study comparing
usability, social telepresence, and concentration when provided with different background
and remote user representation configurations. The results showed that the background
representation type did not significantly affect usability and concentration for remote users,
presenting possibilities for a computationally efficient method by replacing the actual
background with graphical rendering. For a remote user’s representation, the point cloud
streaming method is recommended as it substantially improves social telepresence. We
suggest that the advantages of the graphical background revealed in our study, such as in
user concentration, will guide future research in resolving the technical and cost constraints
of the existing screen-based teleconferencing system.
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Rendered.
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This appendix presents the scripts designed to emulate a conversational scenario
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were provided with six conversational topics of similar length and plot. The scenario was
replicated by prompting participants to respond to these topics.
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